Strategic Research Forum 2

“Accelerating Innovation”

Tuesday, February 26, 2008
3:00 - 5:30 pm
Founders Library Browsing Room

“What can the Howard Community do to accelerate research-inspired innovation?”

HU Faculty present their current and proposed research to solve and/or abate national and international problems

• Health epidemics - diabetes, heart disease and obesity
• Renewable energy/urban green environments
• Terrorism

Format

1. Faculty will have seven minutes to present their research perspectives to solve national and international problems.
2. Faculty provide their perspective on Howard University research to be enhanced by the new HU President.

Participating Faculty (subject to change)


Existing and/Proposed HU Research Expertise

Nanotechnology, interactive media & robotics, appropriate technology, biological computation, materials science, energy systems, cardio disease prevention

Topics Include

• Research collaboration and coherence
• Enterprise incubation
• Going beyond minority set-aside research funding
• STEM enrollment
• Research impact on academic programs
• University research goals
• Research administration performance metrics